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(57) Abstract

An embedded system (1) comprising at least one processor (2) for running an operating system (OS_A, OS_B). The embedded system
(1) further comprises: means (17, 401, 412) for running at least two operating systems (OS_A, OS_B) in said processor (2), a first operating
system (OS_A) comprising a first group of threads (THAI, THA2, THAJDLE). a second operating system (OS B) comprising a second
group of threads (THBl. THB2, THB_IDLE), means (nFIQ, nIRQ, SWI) for generating an interrupt (HQ, IRQ, SWI) to said processor
(2) , means for examining (401, 603, 617) to the execution of which thread (THAI. THA2. THBl. THB2, THAJDLE. THB^IDLE) the
interrupt (FIQ, IRQ. SWI) that has come to the processor (2). affects, and means (401. 412. 603, 609. 617) for transmitting interrupt data
to said operating system (OS_A, OS_B) which relates to the thread (THAI, THA2, THBl. THB2, THAJDLE, THBJDLE) affecting the
interrupt (FIQ, IRQ, SWI) received by the processor (2).
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The present invention relates to a system according to the preamble of

the accompanying claim 1. The invention further relates to a method

5 according to the preamble of the accompanying claim 13 and a com-
munication device according to the preamble of the claim 24.

In electronics industry, numerous devices have been designed having a
some sort of microprocessor or a corresponding processor as the basic

10 functional component. This processor can be positioned e.g. In con-

nection with a microcontroller, wherein it has some peripherals posi-

tioned In the same microchip. These devices are also called an
embedded system, examples of these being mobile stations, such as
cellular network mobile stations CMT (Cellular Mobile Telephone), PC

15 (Personal Computer). PDA (Personal Digital Assistant) etc. To control

the operation of such a device, often a device specific operating system
has been designed, having the basic task of attending to the timings of

the system, control of resources, processing and transmitting of

messages between different program blocks. Typically, these kind of

20 operating systems are so-called real time operating systems (RTOS). A
typical feature for such a real time operating system is e.g. the fact that

it can be used for predicting a response time for external interrupt, such
as pressing of keys or timing, minimized use of memory resources and,

additionally, real time operating systems are very efficient for controlling

25 tasks. Further, in real time operating systems, often properties for

controlling capacity have been designed, e.g. in portable devices for

extending operation time of batteries. The size of such real time operat-

ing systems is usually between 10 and 100 kB of program code and
information memory {RAM, Random Access Memory).

30

Non-real-time operating systems differ from real time operating systems
e.g. in the fact that the response times for running different operations

are longer than in real time operating systems and, on the other hand,

the response times can neither be predicted in non-real time operating

35 systems. In multitasking non-real-time operating systems each execut-

ing process retards the running of other processes of the same or lower

priority level, wherein also response times can lengthen. Further, the

non-real time operating system has no response times determined in
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the kernel of the operating system, which makes the predictability of the
execution speed of such operating system difficult.

Mobile stations have a limited capacity of memory and other system
resources. Further, In mobile stations there exists often no system
support for peripherals, such as writeable mass memory (Hard Disk) or
memory cards, such as FLASH memories. In mobile stations there is
usually no possibility arranged for loading programs to the system in a
dynamic manner, i.e.. the software of the mobile station is loaded in the
manufacturing phase to the mobile station, or In some cases the
program can be updated e.g. in connection with maintenance In
addition, many mobile stations comprise no memory management unit
(MMU), because mobile station software are typically manufactured and
tested by mobile station manufacturers. Due to these grounds, device-
specific real-time operating systems also comprise no support for the
above-mentioned properties.

Companies manufacturing personal computers and personal digital
assistants have developed operating systems having support for the
above-mentioned properties, but these operating systems do not oper-
ate in real time as such, wherein they cannot be used for predicting
maximum response times for running certain operations. The size of
such operating systems is typically of the range 200 kB to some MB
wherein it is not necessarily easy to adapt them in a portable machine'
such as a mobile station.

Real time operating systems, and particularly operating systems devel-
oped for data processing devices have partially opposite requirements
wherein it is difficult to accomplish an operating system with the same
programming interface towards the operating system and. simultane-
ously all the necessary properties, such as small memory consumption
and real time characteristics.

Recently, also electronic devices have been developed having both a
data processor and a telecommunication device in combination. Such
devices are in the present specification called communication devices
One example of such a device is Nokia 9000 Communicator, which is a
portable device with a relatively small size having both data processing
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operations and mobile station operations. However, one object of this
type of combined device has been to utilize a previously developed
product as much as possible, wherein an aim has been to retain e.g.
the software for these different devices compatible in this new device.
This has been achieved by providing the data processing portion with a
processor of its own and an operating system of its own therein, and
likewise, the mobile station embodiments have a processor of their own
and an operating system of their own. Thus, it has been possible to
utilize the results of earlier product development as efficiently as pos-
sible and precipitate the launching of the device. However, separate
processors usually spend more capacity than is possible to obtain in a
single processor solution, wherein such a portable device needs a more
efficient biattery. or else Its execution time cannot be made as long as is

possible by separate devices.

Running two operating systems In a single processor is in prior art
solutions accomplished by implementing the operating systems by util-

izing the features of either operating system. This type of combination
has e.g. the problem that when the operating systems have very differ-
ent types of properties, it Is not possible to carry out all the properties of
the operating systems that are to be combined. This causes e.g. the
disadvantage that all the application programs developed for these
operating systems cannot be used, or the use requires changes in the
application programs. Further, when new applications are developed,
the application programs made on the basis of one operating system
has to be changed in accordance with another operating system. This
adds to the work needed and the possibility of mistakes.

Further, patent US-5,278,973 discloses a data processor where in one
processor several operating systems can be used. However, of these
operating systems only one can be used at a time. The change of the
operating system requires that the execution of the operating system in
use has to be called off and the data processor has to be reactivated.

One object of the present invention Is to attain an embedded system
wherein by one processor or the like operations of at least two operat-
ing systems can be executed. The invention is based on the idea that at
least one. at least partially common Interrupt handler is fornied for
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examining on the threads of which operating system each interrupt has
effect, wherein the interrupt data is transmitted to the respective operat-
ing system. The embedded system according to the present invention
Is characterized In what will be presented in the characterizing part of
the accompanying claim 1. The method according to the Invention Is

characterized in what will be presented In the characterizing part of the
accompanying claim 13. The communication device in accordance with
the invention is characterized In what will be presented In the character-
izing part of the accompanying claim 24.

The present invention provides considerable advantages over solutions
of prior art. The capacity spent by one processor is typically lower than
if separate processors were used for each operating system. In addi-
tion, the need for space is diminished because more common compo-
nents can be used, such as the memory. The embedded system
according to the Invention makes It possible to use developed applica-
tion programs without the need to make changes therein, and new
applications can be further developed for either operating systems
without the need to first change the application program developed on
the basis of one operating system in accordance with the other operat-
ing system. The present invention further diminishes the amount of
work and possible mistakes when compared to solutions where two
operating systems are combined to utilize the features of either operat-
ing system, and solutions where each operating system has a proces-
sor at its own disposal. In addition, the solution of the invention does
not loose any features of operating systems which can still be optimized
in a certain application or application area. e.g. for the implementation
of mobile station functions.

Further, in portable devices due to diminlshed^power consumption, a
longer operation time is provided by a single lSattery charge.

In the following, the present In^nTlon will be described in more delails
with reference to the accompanying drawings, where

•^'9- Illustrates the layer structure of one operating system,

Fig. 2 illustrates one state model of processes.
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F'g 3 Illustrates an example of a process element,

Fig. 4a illustrates a reduced block diagram of an embedded
system according to the advantageous embodiment of

the invention,

Fig. 4b illustrates a reduced block diagram of one processor.

^^9' 5 illustrates a reduced diagram of one operating system
architecture used In connection with the embedded
system of the present invention,

Figs. 6a to 61 illustrate different situations of handling interrupts in

the embedded system according to a preferred

embodiment of the invention,

Figs. 7a and 7b illustrate a reduced diagram of a mechanism in mes-
sage transmission,

^'9- illustrates a reduced arrow diagram of one situation of

handling interrupts in the embedded system according
to a preferred embodiment of the invention,

•^'9-9 illustrates a timing diagram of an interleaved

scheduling option in the embedded system according
to a preferred embodiment of the invention, and

^^9- 10 illustrates a functional diagram of an interleaved

scheduling option In the embedded system according
to a preferred embodiment of the invention.

In order to provide a better understanding of the invention, prior art

processor and operating system solutions are first described with refer-
ence made to Figs. 1 to 3.

Processors can. according to the instruction set, be divided into two
classes: complete instruction set computers (CISC) and reduced
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instruction set computers (RISC). In reduced instruction set computers

a part of the less common instructions has been eliminated, e.g. the

number of addressing forms can be smaller than in complete instruction

set computers. However, in ordinary application programs a very small

amount of instructions is used for bringing about an application pro-

gram, wherein it is usually possible to implement the necessary appli-

cation programs by reduced instruction set computers. An advantage in

reduced instruction set processors compared to complete instruction

set computers is e.g. the fact that the execution speed can be
increased and, on the other hand, the memory space required by the

program code is smaller than when a complete instruction set computer
is used. In particular, when the amount of the program memory
decreases, also the need of capacity for the device decreases and, on
the other hand, also the size of the device can be diminished.

In practical embodiments often a microcontroller is used, which com-
prises an actual processor and auxiliary components connected
thereto, such as random access memory (RAM), read only memory
(ROM), input/output devices (I/O), timers, analog/digital converters (A/D
converters), digital/analog converters (D/A converters) etc. Thus, the

interface lines between these different units can be made as small as
possible, wherein the size of the device can be diminished further and,
on the other hand, the transmission of signals can be accelerated

between these different units. Microcontroller manufactures produce
several different types of microcontrollers, which can have a same
processor but the amount and type of peripheral components can vary,

wherein each application can, if needed, be provided with a microcon-
troller that suits best thereto.

As mentioned earlier in the present specification, for such devices utiliz-

ing a microprocessor or a corresponding processor, the operating sys-

tem is developed to operate as a so-called basic software. This operat-

ing system attends to the control of the different units of the device,

reading of data, etc., and enables the use of application programs in

such a device. E.g. in a personal computer, when the computer is

turned on, the operating system is loaded in the program memory,
which executes certain initializing operations. Subsequently, the user
can start a wished application program, wherein the operating system
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receives the command given by the user, searches the application
program, loads it into the program memory and starts the application
program. In multiprocessing systems it Is possible to use ostensibly
simultaneously several of such application programs, wherein the
application program takes care of providing the execution time and
scheduling between these different application programs. In addition,
the task of the operating system is to transmit signals between these
different application programs and, if needed, to arrange signalling
between the application program and the peripheral device.

Operating systems can control the execution of processes also as so-
called threads. One thread can comprise functions related to the exe-
cution of one or several processes and. on the other hand, one process
can be divided into one or more threads. The execution of the threads
is controlled by a scheduler of the operating system. By other words,
the thread is a sort of support given to the process by the operatina
system.

In known operating systems usually the following properties can be
found: a command interpreter, which interprets the command given by
the user, e.g. reads the name of the application program in the com-
mand and recognises the parameters the user has possibly given to be
transmitted by this application program, a scheduler which attends to
the allocation of resources to different processes, interrupt request
services having the task of reacting to interrupts and to execute the
measures required by the interrupts, e.g. a transmission of interrupt
request to the operating system. In addition, the operating system has
functional blocks, e.g. for reading the keypads, for writing on the dis-
play, for functions controlling possible extemal interfaces, etc.
Resources Include e.g. a main memory, peripherals and the use of
processor time. The operating system e.g. reserves a memory area for
each process to be executed, wherein the process can write data and
wherein the process reads data. In case some process attempts to
write outside this memory area reserved for the process, the memory
control unit usually prevents this writing and typically stops the opera-
tion of such a process.



Many processors still have In use different modes, such as a user mode
and a privileged mode (also supen^lsory mode or kernel mode). The
application programs and other processes Initiated by the user are
usually set to operate according to the user mode. In contrast, the
operating system and a part of the processes started by it operate typi-

cally in a privileged mode. The user mode has more limited operating
possibilities, e.g. a part of the commands of the processor operate only
on privileged mode, wherein they cannot be used on user mode. In

some operating systems the privileged operating mode has several
levels, e.g. three levels. The kernel of the operating mode is imple-
mented in the first level of the privileged mode, which also has the larg-

est rights. The second level has e.g. the control routines and the like

(Executive). The third level has e.g. a command interpreter.

A processor 2 comprises generally the possibility to use interrupts.
From outside the processor 2 an interrupt request can be transmitted
on one or several Interrupt service line nIRQ, nFIQ (Fig. 4b), a change
in the mode of which, e.g. from the logic mode 1 to the logic mode 0,
can cause an interrupt to the processor 2. An interrupt request to the
processor 2 sets the processor 2 to turn to run a respective interrupt
service routine, either substantially without delay or when no higher-
priority interrupt requests are waiting. In the interrupt service routine at
least a part of the interrupt handling operations are executed. These
handling operations depend e.g. on the respective applications and the
cause of the interrupt. Since the operation of the intermpt sen/Ice
routine decelerates the operation of the running processes and the
operating system, an attempt is made, in particular in real time operat-
ing systems, to make the interrupt sen/ice routines as short and fast as
possible. Thus, In an intermpt service routine it is possible to set for the
operating system e.g. a state variable informing of the interrupt and of
the Information that a part of the interrupt handling measures Is waiting
for execution, wherein the operating system controls the execution of
these operations e.g. in accordance with its scheduling procedure. The
transmission to the interrupt service routine can also be affected by
various interrupt blockings and maskings. When the Interrupts are dis-
abled, the interrupt request are usually left waiting for the cancel of
interrupt blockings, whereafter the interrupt requests are served advan-
tageously according to their priority. Interrupts can in most processors 2
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be prevented also selectively, wherein in the interrupt mask register or
the like each Interrupt is provided with an enabling or disabling state.

Interrupt requests are generated e.g. on the basis of a signal given by
an external device, e.g. a serial-bus interrupt request caused by an
information received through a serial bus. an interrupt request caused
by pressing a key of the keypad, an interrupt request caused by a timer,

or a so-called program interrupt request fornied in some executing
process. A priority can be detemiined for interrupts, wherein the execu-
tion of an interrupt sen/ice routine with a lower priority classification can
be interrupted by an interrupt with a higher priority classification. In

contrast, an Interrupt service routine with a higher level cannot usually
be Interrupted by an interrupt request with a lower level. For attaining
basic timings for the operating system, usually a timer is used, which In

certain intervals generates an interrupt request to the processor, which
then changes to perfomi an interrupt service routine of the timer. Con-
sequently, a possibly high priority Is given to the Interrupt sen/Ice of the
timer. In contrast, e.g. the updating of a display is usually provided with
a lower priority.

Patent US-5,51 5,538 describes one method for handling interrupts In a
multiprocessing operating system of a data processor. In the method,
an interrupt handler is arranged to form a thread of its own, to which the
execution is directed in an interruption situation. However, the method
introduced In the publication is regarded only for apparatus of one
operating system, which can include simultaneously several processors
for running the processes.of this operating system.

In the following, the operation of one multiprocessing operating system
will be described in reduced form. The scheduler of the operating sys-
tem examines at certain intervals which application programs, i.e. proc-
esses, are to be executed at the time. The scheduler is activated e.g.
by means of timer Interrupt. Each application program can further com-
prise one or several threads, wherein each thread is run in a single-
processor system at a different time. One thread can e.g. be reading of
the data on a peripheral Interface, such as a keypad, a second thread
can be processing the data, a third thread can be e.g. writing the proc-
essed data on a peripheral, such as a display. When this application
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program is started, the scheduler has defined an execution time for

each thread at a time, as well as a repetition inten/al for running the

threads. Thus, the scheduler starts the execution of the thread and,

after the execution time has passed, transfers the thread to wait and, if

needed, stores the data of the thread into memory means and starts

the execution of a new thread, which can be of the same or different

process. After the scheduler has executed every thread, the scheduler
starts a new execution round or, in case the execution interval of no
thread has been fulfilled, a so called idle thread is carried out. However,
during the execution time of the above-mentioned threads, interrupt

requests can occur, wherein on the basis of the priority of these inter-

rupt requests the operating system can turn to perform the interrupt

service routine or the scheduler determines a suitable time for carrying

out the interrupt sen/ice and continues to perform the interrupted

thread. E.g. in an interrupt situation attained by a keypad interface, the
keypad interrupt program reads the code of the pressed key and stores
it into a temporary memory location. After the interrupt service routine is

finished, the scheduler of the operating system determines an execu-
tion time for an examining program of the key pressing and returns to

the interrupted program thread, in case the priority determined for the
keypad interrupt did not exceed the priority of the interrupted program
thread.

The accompanying Fig. 1 illustrates an example of the layer structure of

one operating system. The lowermost in the operating system is the
kernel, the following level comprises the portions related to the memory
control and the third level comprises the file system portions. Above
these three levels are positioned e.g. a command interpreter, proc-
esses (not shown), interface programs, scheduler functions, etc.

In the following, the structure of the kernel of one operating system is

illustrated. The main parts for the operation of the kernel are interrupt

handling, control of processes and control of peripheral devices. The
interrupt handling includes storing the data of an interrupted program
and controlling the execution to the correct interrupt service routine.

The control of processes attends e.g. to creating of processes, deter-
mining the execution time (scheduling), ending the operation of the
process, timing, etc. The control functions of the peripheral devices
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Include e.g. starting the data transmission and handling one or more
interrupts related to each peripheral device. In view of the operating
system, the process is always in one of the three modes: ready mode
run mode or wait mode. This mode division is illustrated in the
accompanying Fig. 2. The run mode comprises the processes that are
carried out at the time, systems comprising one processor have at a
time one process at maximum in this mode. Those processes that wait
to be executed in the run mode are In the ready mode. The task of the
scheduler Is to select one process of the ready mode to be carried out
in the run mode. The wait mode comprises such processes which are
waiting for some operation, such as pressing of key. reallocation of
some resource, etc.

The scheduler transfers the process with the highest priority from the
ready mode to the run mode. In the run mode, the process moves to
the wait mode typically by its own request, e.g. by requesting some
operating system sen/ice whose implementation includes waiting
Moving from the wait mode to the ready mode takes place when said
waiting is ending. The process can be transferred from the run mode
back to the ready mode also in a situation in which the scheduler
changes some other process to be carried out e.g. to finish the intermpt
handling.

The implementation of the kernel usually involves a multitude of
dynamic information structures, typically two-way chain lists, whose
elements are allocated from the free memory space located in the area
of the operating system. E.g. the data of each process is maintained
advantageously in a process control block (PCB). The process ele-
ments have been collected on a process table, the size of which sets
the upper limit to the quantity of processes in the system. The present
example, which is Illustrated in the accompanying Fig. 3, comprises e.g
the following infomriation in the basic elements:

Process status: Wait, ready to run or run,

name of the process,

priority of the process,

status for the storage (stack) of information (environments)
of interrupted processes.



data of allocated resources: memory, devices, open files

etc.,

fields related to the tracking of process allocation, and
fields related to authorisations.

It should be mentioned that this serves only as an example of the
Implementation of a process element, but in practical embodiments
these can vary to a great extent and the data in the process elements
can be very different.

A process symbol is the name of the process, e.g. a sequence number.
On the basis of the name of this process the operating system divides
different processes from each other. In case the process comprises
more than one thread, the process symbol, or other fields of the proc-
ess element can include the information of also this number of the
thread. For informing the status of the process, a status field is used.
Thus, the operating system changes the value of this status field when
the state of the process changes. The scheduler uses the value of the
Priority field in order to determine the execution sequence of the proc-
esses, wherein e.g. the greater the numerical value comprised in this
field the higher the priority of the process. Thus, by comparing the
value of the Priority field of the processes in wait mode the scheduler
selects the process with the highest priority value to be the process to
be carried out next.

In the following, the creation of a new process Is described. In the pre-
sent example a process is stored into a file in the memory means of a
device, e.g. in a writeable mass memory. This program is recognised
according to the file name. The kernel of the operating system com-
pnses a service routine for activating the process, the name given to
this service routine as a parameter being advantageously the name of
this file. The activation service routine forms on a process table a proc-
ess element for this process and allocates an area of the main memory
to the process. The contents of this program file is read in a memory
area reserved for it, the fields of the process element are initialised with
suitable values, whereafter the process can be set up to wait for execu-
tion. The symbol used for the process can be e.g. the following free
process symbol. The status of the process Is advantageously set to the
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value ready. The scheduler of the operating system controls these
processes to the execution in accordance with its scheduling proce-
dure.

In operating systems in which processes are executed as threads it is
possible to adapt the above-described process creation respectively in
a manner that an activation service routine forms one or several
threads from the process and forms process elements for the threads
on the process table.

Further, the operation systems involve one substantial feature in order
to control peripheral devices: so-called device drivers. A device driver
comprises routines and infonnation structures needed for controlling a
peripheral device, such as a display, a keypad, a codec, etc. The rou-

16 tines needed are e.g. initialising operations of the device, read-
ing/writing, control routine, such as setting the properties of the termi-
nal, and the routine which handles interrupts related to the device. Vari-
ables and Information structures related to the device can be collected
e.g. on a so-called device descriptor. Information of this type can be
e.g. the following:

Work queue in which parameter blocks of transfer requests
queuing to the device are chained. In case simultaneous
value and writing is possible, there are two work queues.
The parameter blocks comprise parameters of the transfer
request, e.g. information related to the location of a data
buffer, the number of the block to be transferred, etc..

addresses of device driver routines,

variables and mode data of the device required in the
transfer control, and

device specific parameters.

In some systems the device drivers are the processes of the operating
system. The processes operate in an etemal loop where they first wait
for a transfer request message. Subsequent to receiving such a mes-
sage, the device driver process activates the transfer and waits for an
interrupt message. The interrupt handler of the operating system
attends then to the transmission of the interrupt message to the device
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driver process. In practical devices the device driver process has typi-

cally a high priority and the kernel of the operating system operates in

real time.

When reading from a writeable mass memory, the reading operation
operates e.g. In the following manner. From a device table it is first

searched the address of the respective device descriptor. After this, the
address of the reading routine is fetched from the device descriptor and
It Is requested. The reading routine forms from the parameters of a
transfer request a parameter block. If transfer is presently taking place
by means of said device, i.e. the device is occupied by another proc-
ess, the parameter block is chained to be the last in the work queue
and waiting takes place. If the device is free, wherein the work queue is

empty, the parameter block is chained to be the first in the work queue.
Subsequently, the number of the block is changed to numbers of the
sheet surface, track and sector and the transfer is activated e.g. by
modifying the device registers. After this, the ending of the transfer is

waited. After the transfer has ended, a device interrupt takes place. The
interrupt handling of the operating system searches according to the
device number from the device table the address of the device descrip-
tor and therefrom further the address of the interrupt treatment routine
and changes over to perform the program code of the interrupt handler.
The interrupt handler advantageously checks that no mistakes have
taken place. To an end to a successful transfer the parameter block is

chained off from the work queue and the process that has been waiting
for a transfer is awoken. In case queuing transfer requests exist on the
work queue, the next transfer operation is activated substantially with-
out delay.

Depending on the type of the peripheral device, the operation can to
some extent vary from what has been described above. By character
printing devices, such as displays and printers, the work queue can be
replaced simply by a queue containing characters to be printed.

Many operating systems have message transmission mechanisms in

use, whereby the processes can transmit messages to each other.
When using message queues, one or several message queues are
related to the process, in which the messages to be transmitted to the
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process can be written. Usually bufferings are related to communication
between processes, wherein the transmitter of the message does not
have to wait that the receiver receives the message. Thus, In the writ-
ing phase of the message. Information (state variable) is set up to
Inform that a message is waiting for the process, wherein the process
reads the message at a suitable phase.

In the embedded system according to a preferred embodiment of the
Invention. I.e. in a communication device 1 (Fig. 4a) two operating sys-
tems are used. A first operating system, which is designated In the pre-
sent specification with the reference OS_A, is mainly used in the
implementation of mobile station functions, and a second operating
system, which is designated in the present specification with the refer-
ence OS_B, is used mainly to implement data processing functions.
Data processing functions refer mainly to functions known from per-
sonal computers and the like, e.g. reading of files, writing by a writeable
mass memory, printing of data, carrying out application programs, such
as so-called organisation functions (notebook, maintenance of contact
data etc.) etc. Since It is advantageous to use one processor 2 In
connection with the communication device 1 , it is necessary that these
functions of different operation devices OS_A, OS_B can be connected
In a manner that at the same time the features of both operating
systems OS_A, OS_B are maintained. Further, one criterion is the real
time of functions, when needed. In the following, in the light of
examples it Is described how these different operating systems OS_A.
OS_B can be joined In connection with the same processor 2.

Fig. 5 illustrates one example of the architecture of the second operat-
ing system OS_B. Each block illustrates a certain process, thread, con-
necting interface etc. The blocks are further divided in accordance with
the infonnation whether a user mode USER or a privileged mode SVC
is used In said block. A further separated part of its own Is the interrupt
modes, which In Fig. 6 is Illustrated by a block 501 . The interrupt modes
use a fast interrupt mode FIQ. a normal interrupt mode IRQ or a
software internjpt mode SWI. The kernel (block 502) of the second
operating system OS_B is set to operate in a privileged mode SVC
(Supervisory mode). In contrast, an scheduler SCH_B (block 503) of
the second operation system, the connecting interface (block 504),
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threads (506, 507 and 508) of the user's processes, such as a calendar
application of a data processor and the lilce, as well as connecting inter-

faces (block 505) of the device drivers are set to operate in the user
mode USER, wherein they do not have e.g. access to a stack (not
shown) of the operation system or to other crucial memory blocks. The
privileged mode further comprises device drivers (block 509). an idle

thread (block 510) as well as so-called possible super threads (block
511). The idle thread 510 is some sort of waiting process which the
operating system carries out when no other processes are executed.
The super thread 511 refers in the present specification to threads
having a very small response time compared to the response times of
the normal threads 506, 507, 508. The response time of the super
threads 511 can be e.g. about some hundreds of microseconds,
whereas the response times of normal threads 506, 507, 508 are e.g.
some tens of milliseconds. The present invention can also be adapted
e.g. in connection with such operating systems which have no super
threads 51 1

,

The kernel 502 of the operating system is provided with the highest pri-

ority. Due to the above-mentioned response time requirement, also the
super threads 51 1 are provided with a priority higher than that of the
normal threads 506, 507. 508. The response time refers here to the
time which passes from the arrival of the interrupt request caused by
the incident to the time when the mnning of the thread is started. This
response time is an expectation value, but in reality the responses are
in normal operation smaller than or. at the maximum, equal to this
expectation value. In excessive loading situation, the response time can
sometimes exceed the expectation value. The response time also com-
prises the time which passes for carrying out an interrupt service rou-
tine. In practice, it is aimed that the interrupt service routines are
formed to be as short as possible, wherein they can be executed faster.

One embedded system according to the preferred embodiment of the
invention is illustrated In the accompanying Fig. 4a by a communication
device 1. It comprises e.g. a processor 2. which is e.g. a microproces-
sor or a part of a microcontroller, wherein at least a part of the blocks of
the block diagram in Fig. 4a can be formed of the functional blocks of
the microcontroller. In addition to the processor 2, a part of the control
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functions are implemented in this preferred embodiment by means of a
so-called application specific integrated circuit 3 (ASIC). There can be a
separate data transmission bus 4 between the processor 2 and the
application specific integrated circuit 3, wherein data transmission
speed can be Increased and, on the other hand, a second data trans-
mission bus 6 Is not loaded. In order to obtain mobile station functions,
the communication device is provided with a transmitter/receiver unit 6.
a transmission/receiving antenna ANT, a digital signal processing unit
(DSP), a codec 8 for coding/decoding of a sound signal, a first keypad
9 for using mobile station functions, as well as a first display device 10
for displaying information to the user. Further, the communication
device 1 comprises an audio block 11 in which It is carried out the
necessary analog/digital conversions for an analog signal formed by a
microphone 12 as well as digital/analog conversions for the signal
directed to a loudspeaker 13. For attaining data processing properties,
the communication device 1 is provided with a second keypad 14, a
second display 15 and an interface block 16 having e.g. means for con-
necting a printer in connection with the communication device 1. A
generally used common nomination for the keypad 9, 14 and the dis-
play 10. 15 is a user interface (Ul), by means of which the communica-
tion between the user and the communication device 1 can at least par-
tially be carried out. In some applications the user interface can also
comprise audio means, such as the microphone 12 and the loud-
speaker 13. The communication device 1 according to Fig. 1 illustrates

two user interfaces UI1. UI2. a first user interface UI1 comprising a first

keypad 9 and a first display 10, and a second user interface UI2 com-
prising a second keypad 14 and a second display 15. The first user
interface UI1 is regarded mainly for mobile station operation and the
other user interface UI2 is regarded mainly for data processing opera-
tion, but both user interfaces UI1, UI2 can be used both in connection
with mobile station operations and in connection with data processing
operations. If necessary. The user interfaces UI1, UI2 are not neces-
sarily separate, but they can be implemented also as one user interface
having e.g. one display and/or one keypad.

The keypad of the user interfaces UI1, UI2 can also be implemented in

a manner that a so-called touch screen is used, wherein, advanta-
geously on top of the display a touch sensitive means is positioned, this
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means reacting e.g. a touch of the user's finger. The operating princi-

ples of the touch sensitive means are known as such and are based
e.g. on capacitance changes or resistance changes.

5 A communication device 1 further comprises memory 17, which com-
prises advantageously read only memory ROM, e.g. for storing a boot-
ing code, random access memory RAM for loading application

programs to be carried out and for storing data during the use, possibly
also from a writeable mass memory, FLASH memory and/or non-voia-

10 tile random access memory NVRAM. The functional blocks of the
communication device 1 are connected by a second data transmission
bus 5, which comprises e.g. an address bus, a data bus and a control
bus. However, for the sake of clarity, these buses are not illustrated

separately since this is prior art known to an expert in the field. Power
15 supply is arranged from a battery 18 connected to a voltage forming

block 19, which comprises voltage regulators, voltage converters or the
like, wherein it is possible, if needed, to form different operating
voltages Vcci, Vcc2. The voltage forming block can further form a sig-
nal for lowering the charge of the battery 18 to such a low level that the
communication device 1 can cease to operate. Thus, the battery 18 has
to be recharged or the operating voltages has to be turned off. In prac-
tical embodiments, this information of the charge status causes an
interrupt request to the processor 2, wherein in connection with this

interrupt service routine a data storing request is set up, wherein
advantageously the operating systems OS_A. OS_B form a message
to the displays 10, 15 for emptying the accumulator 18 and start to
store data into the memory 17. Further, the control for turning off the
operating voltages can be carried out automatically.

The communication devices 1 can also comprise other processors, e.g.
in some of their peripheral device, but this has no significance to the
invention, these being intended for other purposes than for carrying out
operating system functions.

The processor 2 used in this exemplifying embodiment is a processor
belonging to an ARM7 series, manufactured by the firm Advanced
RISC Machines. The processor is a so-called reduced command set
processor. However, the invention is not restricted only to a this type of
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processor or to reduced command set processors, but the invention

can be adapted also in connection with other types of processors. The
accompanying Fig. 4b illustrates a reduced block diagram of one proc-

essor of the ARM7 series. In view of the operation of the processor 2,

the central block is a command interpreter and control block 401 . The
purpose of this is e.g. to interpret the program commands and to control

the measures required by them, to react to interrupt requests coming
through the fast interrupt line nFIQ and the normal interrupt line nIRQ,
to software interrupt requests, to form of an external clock signal (not

shown) timing signals and the like for the operation of the processor, to

form control signals e.g. for reading data and for writing data between
the memory 17 and the processor 2, as well as to control the formation
of address data needed at the time for the address bus 402.

The reading register 403 of the data bus positions the program com-
mands coming from the data bus 404 to an internal command queue
(not shown) of the reading register 403 of the data bus and the data to
a data register (not shown). The command interpreter and control block
401 reads in the internal command queue the program command to be
carried out next and Interprets it. If needed, the command interpreter

and control block 401 reads the data from the data register and trans-
fers it to a second internal data bus 405 (B bus), wherefrom It can be
transferred via a barrel shifter 406 to an arithmetic logic unit (ALU) 407,
whereto also a first internal data bus 409 (A bus) has been directed. In

a corresponding manner, the command interpreter and control block
401 controls the writing of data to a writing register 408 of the data bus,
wherefrom the data can be transferred to the data bus 404.

I

In the arithmetic logic unit 407. e.g. summations and subtractions as
well as logic operations are executed in a manner known as such. From
the arithmetic logic unit 407 data can be transferred along a third inter-

nal data bus 410 (ALU bus) to an address register 41 1 as well as to a
data register block 412, having internal data registers (register bank). A
data register block 412 comprises registers intended for storing of data,
status registers and e.g. a program counter (PC) used for showing
program commands from the program memory area, e.g. from the
memory 17 of the communication device. For this purpose, an inner
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address bus 413 has been directed from the data register block 412 to

the address register 41 1

.

An address register 411 is connected to an address counter block 414,
6 where the value of the program counter is normally added by one, to

point the following place in the program code where the program com-
mand to be carried out next in the program code is usually located. In

some situations, the program command that Is carried out, such as a
sub-program request, or an Interrupt request causes a transfer to

10 another location on the program code, wherein the command inter-

preter and control block sets this address to the program counter and
transfers it to be the value of the address register 411. From the
address counter block 414, an address changing bus 415 has been
directed to the address register 41 1 and to the data register block 412

15

The processor 2 further comprises a multiplication block 416 for carry-
ing out multiplications and divisions. The multiplication block 416 is con-
nected to the first 409 and the second internal data bus 405. The
above-described processor 2 comprises also other connection lines

than those introduced above. However, it is not necessary to describe
them in more detail in this context.

A part of the data registers in the data register block 412 of the proces-
sor 2 can be used in all the operating modes of the processor, and
further, for the different operating modes such data registers have been
reserved which have been blocked in other operating modes. By this

arrangement, it is possible to reduce the need for storing data in par-
ticular in connection with interrupt situations. Further, for different

operating modes a specific stack pointer is provided, wherein each
operating mode can. if necessary, have advantageously at Its disposal
an own memory area of the memory 17 reserved for the stack.

The processor 2 can advantageously be set at least to three operating
modes: to the user mode in which the use of the resources are dis-
tricted, to the privileged mode (supen/isory mode), wherein all the
resources of the processor can be used, or to the undefined mode
which is a special mode of privileged mode usually used in situations in

which the processor 2 has detected an unidentified command In the
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program code. In this preferred embodiment, this undefined mode is

intentionally used as one mode which will be described later in the pre-
sent specification. In this processor 2, the undefined mode is useful for

this purpose. Some other privileged mode can. if needed, be used as
the corresponding mode. Further, for the processor 2, three types of

interrupts can be used: fast interrupts (FIQ, Fast Interrupt Request),
ordinary Interrupt requests (IRQ, Interrupt Request) and programmed
Interrupts (SWI, Software Interrupt Request). Fast interrupts FIQ have
a higher priority level than ordinary interrupts IRQ, which respectively
have a higher priority level than programmed interrupts. Thus, in view
of the response time, critical Interrupts are advantageously arranged by
using fast interrupts FIQ.

When activating the communication device 1. an activation program
code stored under the control of the processor 2 preferably Into the
memory 17 of the communication device, preferably into read only
memory or non-volatile random access memory, the program com-
mands, e.g. for executing memory checks, being formed in the activa-
tion program code. In connection with starting the activation, also the
control routines of the files are loaded, wherein the loadings of the pro-
gram codes of the operating systems OS_A, OS_B into the memory 17
can, if needed, be carried out by means of the control routines of the
files. This is known technique in many data processing devices and
operating systems. The program codes of the operating systems OS_A,
OS_B can be stored also e.g. into read only memory ROM, non-volatile
memory NVRAM or in electrically erasable programmable ROM
EEPROM. Thus, it is possible to use the operating systems OS_A,
OS_B directly from the storage location (XIP technique, execute in

place).

After loading the operating systems OS_A, OS_B, they are started.
Thus, the first step is e.g. to perform the starting operations of the
second operating system OS_B, wherein among other things the
process tables, memory areas, interrupt service routines, message
queues and other corresponding descriptors of the operating systems
are set up. the device drivers and data types are loaded and interrupts
are allowed. In the next step, the execution of the corresponding start-

ing operations of the first operating system OS_A is started. When the
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Starting operations of the second operating system OS_B have first

been carried out, In the starting operations of the first operating system
OS_A e.g. the Interrupt functions of the operating system OS_A: the
start of interrupt and the end of interrupt, are connected dynamically to

the Interrupt handlers (e.g. the start address of the functions is set in

the memory 17). In addition, an interface is formed to the interrupt

handlers for the scheduling of the threads of the first operating system
OS A.

The device drivers carry out among other things the initial settings of

the modes of the peripheral devices. A fixed area (static allocation) is

preferably resen/ed for the data memory RAM of the operating sys-
tems, in order to better ensure a sufficient execution speed compared
to the option that memory areas are, during normal operation, allocated
according to the need (dynamic allocation).

Subsequent to the starting operations, e.g. the execution of the Idle

threads, and possibly the loading and execution of some application

program is started. E.g. it is possible to start mobile station functions,

wherein the communication device 1 is ready to receive calls,

messages, facsimiles, etc. and the user can, if he/she wishes, start up
a call, send a message or a facsimile, if these functions are set up In

the communication device 1

.

In case of an interrupt in the communication device 1 of the Invention,

the processor 2 moves to carry out an interrupt interpreter or a dis-

patcher, which stores the state of the interrupted thread. Thereafter, the
dispatcher starts the interrupt sen/ice routine. Which interrupt sen/Ice
routine will be started depends typically on the cause of the Interrupt

request. This can be concluded e.g. in a manner that the processor 2
has a state register, whose contents infonn of the cause of the inter-

rupt. E.g. as a result of a keypad interrupt, the corresponding bit of the
state register is changed to another logic state (e.g. from logic 0 state to

logic 1 state), wherein the processor 2 examines the different bits of
this register and starts a corresponding interrupt service routine. In a
situation, in which several interrupt requests are valid, the interrupt

service routine with the highest priority is started first.
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Also processors 2 are known, which have several interrupt lines nFIQ,
nIRQ at disposal, wherein a state change in the interrupt line nFIQ,'
nIRQ brings about an interrupt request. A specific interrupt service
routine can be defined for each interrupt line nFIQ, nIRQ. Further, the
addresses of these interrupt service routines can be in table form,
wherein the processor 2 fetches from this table a start address of the
interrupt service routine in accordance with the interrupt and sets this
as the value of its program counter, wherein the command that will be
executed next will be in this address.

In the present Invention it is also possible to change some or even all

the interrupt service routines defined for the interrupts FIQ, IRQ, SWI.
For example, some application programs may define a new interrupt
service routine to be used in connection for an interrupt FIQ, IRQ, swi.
When that application program is executed, the processor 2 modifies
the interrupt service routines in the memory 17. In some advantageous
embodiments of the invention it is also possible that the processor 2
modifies only the starting address of such interrupts which should use
another interrupt service routine. The actual code for the interrupt
service routine is stored in the memory 17. This means that there exists
some kind of address table of the starting addresses of the interrupt
service routines. There may exist also other alternatives than presented
above to define, which interrupt service routine should be used for an
interrupt FIQ, IRQ, SWI.

The necessary operations required in the interrupt service routine are
carried out, e.g. reading the keypad buffer and storing data into
memory. Additionally, the interrupt service can form a signal to be
transmitted to some thread or operating system. A more detailed
description of the operation of the communication device 1 according to
the preferred embodiment of the present invention will be described
later in this specification.

The response time of the interrupt services is typically even smaller
than the response time of the above-mentioned super threads 51 1 , e.g.
ca. 100 microseconds. Factors having an effect on this response time
of the interrupt sen/ice include e.g. the fact how long the interrupts have
been disabled in some part of the program code. Interrupt cancels can
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relate either to ail interrupts, to interrupts having a priority level lower

than a specified level, or the interrupt can be temporarily cancelled

through the mask register of interrupts or the like. Thus, the interrupt

request remains in the memory and the interrupt service routine is exe-

5 cuted at the phase when the interrupt cancellation has been removed

for this interrupt request and no threads having a higher priority level

are carried out.

Transfer from the first operating system OS_A to the second operating

10 system OS_B can take place when no threads of the first operating

system OS_A are being executed. Thus, in view of the first operating

system OS_A the execution takes place in the idle thread.

During the operation of the communication device 1 it may be neces-

15 sary to transmit information also between applications operating in dif-

ferent operating systems OS_A, OS_B. This is necessary in particular

in situations in which both operating systems OS_A, OS_B use at least

partially common resources. E.g. the keypads 9, 14 can comprise

common keys or instead of separate keypads 9, 14 a common keypad

20 can be used. On the other hand, it is often sensible to attend to the

control of such resources by means of one device driver, in which own
connecting Interfaces have been arranged from the different operating

systems OS_A, OS_B. This facilitates also the control of such situ-

ations in which more than one operating system OS_A, OS_B attempts

25 to use the same resource simultaneously.

In the following, the operation of the communication device according to

the invention is described in view of the different operating systems

OS_A, OS_B. In this preferred embodiment of the invention, the first

30 operating system OS_A is a so-called real time operating system,

wherein certain execution time requirements have been determined for

it. The second operating system OS_B is not as critical as to its execu-

tion times, but, particulariy in view of use comfort, also the second
operating system OS_B has to perfomi the operations set for It within a

35 reasonable time.

The threads of the first operating system OS_A have a priority deter-

mined for them e.g. at the design phase of the embedded system. By
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Utilising the priority it is possible to affect e.g. the execution order and
response times of the critical threads. The scheduler SCH_A of the first

operating system sets the thread with the highest priority at the time to
be the first to run in the execution round. In practical system, this
means that the processor 2 of the communication device 1 according to
a preferred embodiment of the invention performs the scheduling func-
tion of the first operating system OS_A. which has been implemented
by the program commands of the processor 2. When running the
threads, the processor 2 carries out measures according to the pro-
gram commands programmed in the thread.

After having executed all the threads THAI, THA2 of the processes
running in the first operating system OS_A. the processor 2 moves to
perform operations of the second operating system OS_B. e.g. delayed
function calls DSR (Delayed Service Routine) or threads THB1. THB2
that are waiting. The threads THAI, THA2 of the first operating system
OS_A are always authorized to operate, except for short breaks during
the interrupt handling. A description of this is provided later In the pre-
sent specification. In this preferred embodiment of the invention, the
execution of the second operating system OS_B corresponds, in view
of the first operating system OS_A, to the execution of the first thread
of the first operating system OS_A, such as the idle thread THA_IDLE
or the super thread. In order to attain this, the first operating system
OS_A is provided with an information structure (not shown) represent-
ing the idle thread THA.IDLE. although the first operating system
OS_A comprises no proper idle thread in the implementation of the
present embodiment.

After having moved to carry out the second operating system OS_B,
the processor 2 performs the scheduling functions of the second
operating system OS_B on the basis of the priorities and scheduling
practises of the running threads THB1, THB2 of the second operating
system OS_B. First, the delayed service routines DSR are executed, in
case some of these are waiting, and thereafter the execution of the
threads THB1, THB2 is started, preferably according to priority order
After carrying out the threads THB1. THB2 that were to be executed
wherein no thread THB1

. THB2 is under the run mode, the processor 2
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moves to an idle thread THB_IDLE of the second operating system
OS_B, remaining there until there is need for a new execution round.

During the execution of the second operating system OS_B, a change
to the first operating system OS_A can take place almost at any phase.

This takes place advantageously in a manner that due to an interrupt

request the processor 2 moves to perform the interrupt sen/ice routine,

where the first operating system OS_A is activated in a manner pre-

sented later. The return to the second operating system OS_B takes

place in the phase when the execution in the first operating system
OS_A has proceeded to the idle thread THA_IDLE. The execution of

the first operating system OS_A is thus, in view of the second operating

system OS_B, running the interrupt service routine.

It has been an aim of the present invention to implement the connection

of the operating systems OS_A, OS_B in a manner that the changes in

the program codes of different operating systems OS_A, OS_B are as
small as possible, and on the other hand in a manner that the proper-

ties of the operating systems OS_A, OS_B do not change to a signifi-

cant degree in view of the application developer. In the communication
device according to a preferred embodiment of the invention, the con-

nection has been made on the interrupt service routine level. When a
device interrupt FIQ.IRQ or a program Interrupt SWI occurs, the proc-

essor 2 moves to perform the interrupt service routine. This program
can either be common to all interrupts, wherein by studying the regis-

ters or the like the command interpreter and control block 401 of the

processor 2 can, If needed, conclude the cause of the interrupt, or there

can be several different interrupt service routines for different appara-
tus interrupts FIQ, IRQ or program interrupts SWI. At the beginning of

the interrupt service routine, there is a program call (function call)

added to the interrupt begin routine, in which the internal status of the
operating systems OS_A, OS_B is changed, wherein the data in the

operating systems OS_A, OS_B infomis that the interrupt service Is

running. Transfers to the interrupt service routine, execution of sub-
programs, study of state data, as well as other corresponding opera-
tions are carried out under the control of the command interpreter and
control block 401, which has been described earlier in the present
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specification and Is. on the other hand, technique Icnown by an expert in

the field.

Subsequently, the functions of the interrupt handler are carried out,
which means that the command interpreter and control block 401 per-
fomris the program commands determined for the interrupt that has
come to the processor 2, these program commands being preferably
stored into the memory 17. In the interrupt handler it is e.g. studied
what has caused the interrupt and concluded whether the interrupt
handling requires the execution of the threads of the first OS_A or the
second OS_B operating system. If the respective interrupt handling
requires the execution of the first operating system OS_A, the interrupt
handler sets information of this to the scheduler SCH_A of the first

operating system. If the interrupt handling requires the execution of the
threads of the second operating system OS_B. the Interrupt handler
fomns a delayed service routine DSR to be carried out after the execu-
tion of the threads of the first operating system OS_A. Such a delayed
service routine DSR can be formed also through the running threads of
the first operating system OS_A. This delayed service routine DSR can
inform the scheduler SCH_B of the second operating system that the
interrupt handling requires the execution of the certain threads in the
second operating system OS_B. In some situations, it is also possible
that the interrupt handler sets this data to the scheduler SCH_B of the
second operating system without delayed sen/ice routines DSR being
used.

In the interrupt sen/ice routine it is also possible to perform other
operations, such as reading data into a buffer in which the data is read
at the phase when the thread of the application program to which the
data is addressed is at the execution phase.

At the end of the Interrupt program, an interrupt end function request
has been added, in which there is set e.g. the information that the exe-
cution of the interrupt service routine has ended. Further, the function
returns the Infomiation whether in the interrupt service any routines of
the first operating system OS_A have been carried out, which require
an execution time from the scheduler SCH_A of the first operating sys-
tem OS_A to the threads. After the end of the interrupt service routine.
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the mode of the processor 2 and the status of the first operating system

OS_A are changed. In case the interrupt handling caused a need to

perform the threads of the first operating system OS_A, the next pro-

gram that is executed is the scheduler program of the first operating

system OS_A, in which a new status (READY) is given to the thread to

which the interrupt caused measures, e.g. reading information in the

buffer. The scheduler SCH_A of the first operating system OS_A
controls for execution, according to a priority order, those threads of the

first operating system OS_A which are waiting for execution (In READY
status).

In the threads of the first operating system OS_A which are In the Inter-

rupt sen/Ice of the first operating system OS_A or running it is possible

in some situations to form delayed service routines DSR, wherein the

status of the threads of the second operating system OS_B are

changed. The delayed sen/lce routines DSR are handled after the

processor 2 has executed all the threads of the first operating system
OS_A which were waiting for execution. Subsequent to the handling of

the delayed service routines, the scheduler routine of the second
operating system OS_B is further carried out in order to run those
threads which are waiting for the execution of the second operating

system OS_B advantageously according to a priority order.

During the execution of the above-mentioned measures a new intermpt

can occur, wherein the operation Is once again transferred to the inter-

rupt handling, the subsequent operations taking place according to the

principles presented above.

The operation that takes place after the interrupt is continued In a man-
ner that the operation having the highest effective priority at the time is

mn. This is influenced e.g. by the phase the processor 2 was running at

the moment of Interrupt and also by the cause of the interrupt. Some
alternative situations are Illustrated in the accompanying Figs. 6a to 6i,

which in the following will be described in more details. An example of

an embedded system 1 is a communication device In which both mobile
station functions and data processing functions have been Imple-

mented, such as functions of a personal digital assistant PDA, In the

processor 2 of the communication device, two operating systems
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OS_A. OS_B are used. The first operating system OS_A is primarily
regarded for the control and use of mobile station functions. The sec-
ond operating system OS_B is regarded mainly for the control and use
of data processing functions.

In the exemplifying situations of Figs. 6a to 6h. the situations concern a
so-called normal interrupt IRQ (Interrupt Request). In this communica-
tion device 1 according to a preferred embodiment of the invention also
a so-called fast interrupt FIQ (Fast Interrupt Request) can be used
which Is illustrated In the example of Fig 6i. The priority of a fast inter-
rupt is advantageously higher than that of the normal interrupt IRQ. in
addition, also a software Interrupt SWI Is available, which has a priority
advantageously lower than that of the normal Interrupt IRQ. The phases
illustrated in the accompanying Figs. 6a to 61 can also be adapted in
fast Interrupts FIQ and in programmed interrupts SWI. so in the present
specification primarily only normal interrupts IRQ are discussed.

The delayed service routine is a property of the second operating sys-
tem OS_B which can be used e.g. in message transfer between differ-
ent threads and. if needed, also between different operating systems
OS_A, OS_B. The delayed service routine DSR changes the status of
the thread of the second operating system OS_B to waiting state for
execution (READY state). The priority of the delayed service routines
DSR in the second operating system OS_B Is higher that of the
threads, so they are handled before the threads of the second operat-
ing system OS_B are run.

The processor 2 comprises in this example the following modes:

- user mode USER
- privileged mode SVC
- undefined mode UNO
- fast interrupt mode FIQ
- normal Interrupt mode IRQ, and
- software interrupt mode SWI.



The undefined mode UND is in this preferred embodiment of the inven-

tion used as a nomrial run mode, although its default valued application

in the processor 2 used in the present example is the undefined mode.

Fig. 6a illustrates a situation in which, in connection with a normal inter-

mpt, the processor 2 performs a thread THB1 under the second operat-
ing system OS_B (block 601), which in the data processing function of
the communication device 1 comprises e.g. a process related to the
application program activated by the user. The processor 2 is in the
user mode USER. The normal interrupt causes the mode to change to
the normal interrupt mode IRQ, wherein the processor 2 moves to run
the begin of normal interrupt function (block 602) and after that the
service program of normal interrupt (block 603). The interrupt did not
cause any need for running the threads of the first operating system
OS_A, wherein the scheduler SCH_A of the first operating system Is

not called after the interrupt. In the interrupt also no delayed service
requests DSR were formed. At the end of the Interrupt handling, the
end of normal interrupt function (block 604) is called. In which the
information that the interrupt has ended is set. After the service pro-
gram of normal interrupt has ended, the mode of the processor 2 is

changed back to the user mode USER. The execution is continued
from the interrupted thread THB1 (block 605) of the second operating
system OS_B.

The interrupt is caused e.g. by the opening of a lid (not shown) of the
communication device 1, wherein a switch S1 indicating the position of
the lid changes its status, e.g. it opens, wherein the processor 2 can
examine the position of this switch S1 by reading a logic state (0/1) of
an identification line 20 connected to the switch. In this case the open-
ing of the lid did not cause any immediate actions.

Fig. 6b illustrates a situation, in which, in connection with a normal
intermpt, the processor 2 is running the first idle thread THA_IDLE
(block 606) of the first operating system OS_A. In this situation the
mode changes from the undefined mode UND to the normal interrupt
mode IRQ and the processor 2 moves to run the begin of normal inter-
mpt function (block 602) and thereafter the sen/ice program of normal
interrupt. The interrupt did not cause any need for running the threads
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Of the first operating system OS_A, wfierein the scheduler SCH_A of

the first operating system OS_A is not called after the interrupt. In the
interrupt, also no delayed sen/ice routines DSR were formed. After the
interrupt has been terminated, the end of normal interrupt function

(block 604) is requested, wherein the information that the interrupt has
ended is set up. When the service program of normal interrupt has
ended, the mode of the processor 2 is changed back to the undefined
mode UND. The execution is continued from the idle thread THA_IDLE
(block 605).

The interrupt IRQ is caused e.g. by the user pressing one key of the
keypad 14 of the data processing functions with the lid of the commu-
nication device 1 in the open position. The interrupt handler examines
whether the pressing of the respective key has In this situation any
effect on the operation of the mobile station function, and confirms that
it has not. wherein the interrupt did not cause measures in the mobile
station functions.

Fig. 6c illustrates a situation, wherein In case of a normal interrupt, the
processor 2 is running a thread THB1 (block 601) under the second
operating system OS_B, which thread comprises e.g. the process in the
data processing function that relates to the application program acti-

vated by the user. This situation is illustrated also by means of an arrow
diagram in Fig. 8. The processor 2 is in the user mode USER. Thus, the
mode changes to the normal interrupt mode IRQ and the process
moves to run the begin of normal interrupt function (block 602) and
thereafter to the sen/ice program of normal interrupt (block 603 in Fig.

6c, arrows 801 and 802 in Fig. 8). The interrupt caused a need to run at
least one thread of the first operating mode OS_A, but no delayed
service routines DSR were formed in the interrupt. After the interrupt

has ended (arrow 803) the end of normal interrupt function (block 604)
Is called, where the information of the end of the interrupt is set. After
the service program of normal interrupt has ended, the mode of the
processor 2 is changed to the undefined mode UND and at the same
time the scheduler SCH_A of the first operating system is called, which
scheduler sets new status for the threads if needed (block 608 in Fig.
6c, arrow 804 in Fig. 8). Subsequently, the threads of the first operating
system OS_A that are waiting for execution (READY mode threads) are
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run (arrows 805 to 808). Thereafter, when no threads are waiting to be

run, the mode of the processor 2 is set back to the user mode USER
and the execution is continued from the interrupted thread THB1 of the

second operating system OS_B (blocic 605 in Fig. 6c, arrows 809, 810

5 and 811 in Fig. 8).

In an example illustrating this situation, an unanswered call has been

received by the communication device 1 . Thus, the display device 10 of

the mobile station functions as well as the display device 15 of the data

10 processing functions show a message of received, unanswered calls,

e.g. a text " 1 missed call". The user presses an enter key (not shown)

of the data processing functions, wherein a normal interrupt IRQ is

formed. In the interrupt handling, the thread of the first operating sys-

tem OS_A, by which said text can be erased from the display device 10

15 of the mobile station functions, is set to wait for the run mode. After the

interrupt has ended, the processor 2 moves to run the scheduler

SCH_A of the first operating system, wherein the thread of the first

operating system OS_A can, after having reached the run mode erases

said text from the display device 10 of the mobile station functions.

20

Fig. 6d illustrates a situation in which, when a normal interrupt occurs,

the processor 2 is running a thread THB1 under the second operating

system OS_B (block 601) and is set to the user mode USER. Thus, the

mode is changed to the nonnal interrupt mode IRQ and the processor 2
25 moves to run the begin of normal Interrupt function (block 602) and,

thereafter, the sen/ice program of normal interrupt (block 603). The
interrupt caused a need to run at least one thread of the first operating

system OS_A. In addition, in the interrupt, and/or in some thread of the

first operating system OS_A running after the interrupt, a delayed serv-

30 ice routine DSR was formed.

After the Interrupt has ended, the end of normal interrupt function (block

604) is called, where the information of the end of the interrupt is set.

After the sen^ice program of normal interrupt has ended, the mode of

35 the processor 2 is changed to the undefined mode UND, and the

scheduler SCH_A of the first operating system is called, which sets new
status to the threads if needed, and directs the threads of the first

operating system OS_A that are waiting to be run to execution in
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accordance with its scheduling procedure (block 608). After no threads
of the first operating system OS_A remain waiting for execution, the
delayed service routines DSR of the second operating system OS_B
are handled, whereafter the mode of the processor 2 Is set back to the
user mode USER and the execution Is continued from the Interrupted
thread THB1 of the second operating system OS_B (block 605),
because the thread of the second operating system OS_B which was
changed by the delayed service routine of the status had a lower prior-
ity than the intermpted thread THB1 of the second operating svstem
OS_B.

An example which can be mentioned, is a case In which the user has
written a short message (SM) by the keypad 14 of the data processing
functions. Pressing of a transmission key (not shown) causes a normal
inten'upt IRQ. In an interrupt handling, the thread or threads of the first

operating system OS_A are set to wait for the run mode for reading the
message to be transmitted from the buffer and for transmitting, and on
the display device 15 of the data processing functions an icon is
formed, by which It is informed to the user that a message will be
transmitted. After the interrupt has ended, the processor 2 moves to run
the scheduler SCH_A of the first operating system, wherein the thread
of the first operating system OS_A transmits the message in the run
mode, whereafter a delayed service routine DSR is formed to erase the
Icon. Subsequently, the scheduler SCH_B of the second operating
system sets to the run mode the interrupted thread THB1 of the second
operating system OS_B. because its priority in this exemplifying situ-
ation is higher than the priority of the icon-erasing thread of the second
operating system OS_B. Later this thread reaches the run mode and
erases said text from the display device 15 of the data processing func-
tions.

Fig. 6e illustrates a situation where, when a normal interrupt is coming,
the processor 2 is running the Idle thread THA_IDLE (block 606) of the
first operating system OS_A and Is set to the undefined mode UND.
Thus, the mode is changed to the normal interrupt mode IRQ and the
processor 2 moves to run the begin of normal interrupt function (block
602) and thereafter to the service program of normal Interrupt (block
603) . The Intermpt caused a need to run at least one thread of the first
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operating system OS_A. Further, in an interrupt and/or the thread of the

first operating system OS_A a delayed service routine DSR was

formed, which further causes the changing of status of one or more

thread of the second operating system OS_B to wait for execution

5 (READY), After the interrupt has ended, the end of normal interrupt

function (block 604) is called, where information of the end of the inter-

rupt is set. After the service program of normal interrupt has ended, the

mode of the processor 2 and the status of the first operating mode

OS_A are changed. The mode of the processor 2 is changed to the

10 undefined mode UND, whereafter the scheduler SCH_A of the first

operating system (blocl< 608) is requested, which sets the threads at

their turn to the run mode, i.e., the threads of the first operating system

OS__A that are waiting for execution (in READY mode) are run. After no

threads of the first operating system OS_A are waiting for execution,

15 the delayed sen/ice routines DSR of the second operating system

OS_B are handled (block 609), whereafter the scheduler SCH_B of the

second operating system is called (block 610), which sets, in the run-

ning order of the second operating system OS_B. preferably in a prior-

ity order, the first thread that is waiting for the execution to the run

20 mode. Thereafter the mode of the processor 2 is set back to the user

mode USER and the running continues from the thread THB1 of the

second operating system OS_B (block 605), that has the highest prior-

ity at the time. The scheduler SCH_B of the second operating system

controls the running of the threads according to its scheduling princi-

25 pies.

In an exemplifying situation, in the communication device 1 a short

message has arrived, which Is illustrated by an icon on the display

device 10 of the mobile station functions and the display device 15 of

30 the data processing functions. The user presses a read key (not shown)

on the keypad 9 of the mobile station functions, which causes a normal

interrupt IRQ. In the interrupt handling, the thread or threads of the first

operating system OS_A are set to wait for the run mode in order to

erase the icon from the display device 10 of the mobile station functions

35 and to show a received message on the display 1 0 of the mobile station

functions. In addition, a delayed sen/ice routine DSR is formed in order

to erase the icon from the display device 15 of the data processing

device. The processor 2 runs after the Interrupt the scheduling func-
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tions of the first operating system OS_A, handles the delayed service

routines DSR and moves to run the scheduling functions of the second
operating system OS_B, wherein the thread of the second operating
system, after reaching to execution, erases the icon from the display

device 15 of the data processing functions.

Fig. 6f illustrates a situation in which, when a normal interrupt comes,
the processor 2 performs the thread THB1 of the second operating
system OS_B (block 601) and is set to the user mode USER. Thus, the
mode changes to the normal interrupt mode IRQ and the processor 2
moves to run the begin of normal interrupt function (block 602) and
thereafter to the service program of normal interrupt (block 603). The
Interrupt caused a need to mn at least one thread of the first operating
system OS_A. Further, In the interrupt and/or In some thread of the first

operating system OS_A that is running after the Interrupt a delayed
service request DSR was formed, which further causes a resetting of

the execution times of the threads of the second operating system
OS_B. After the Interrupt has ended, the end of normal interrupt func-
tion (block 604) Is called, where information of the end of the Interrupt is

set. After the service program of normal Interrupt has ended, the mode
of the processor 2 and the status of the first operating system OS_A is

changed. The mode of the processor 2 Is changed to the undefined
mode UND, whereafter the scheduler SCH_A of the first operating
system is called, which sets new status to the thread, if needed (block

608). Subsequently, the threads of the first operating system OS_A
which are waiting for execution are run (threads in READY mode).
Thereafter, when no threads waiting to be run are left, the delayed
service routines DSR of the second operating system OS_B are
handled (block 609), whereafter the scheduler SCH-B of the second
operating system OS_B is called (block 610). which sets the thread of

the second operating system OS_B that is waiting in the first position of

the running order to be executed in the run mode. In the present exam-
ple, the interrupt handling caused that the interrupted thread THB1 is

not yet the one to move to the run mode, but instead another thread
THB2 of this second operating mode OS_B, whose status changed to
wait for run. The mode of the processor 2 is set back to the user mode
USER, whereafter the processor 2 is moved to run the thread THB2.
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which was set to the run mode (block 611). The interrupted thread

THB1 reaches the run mode at its turn (blocl< 605).

An example of the foregoing is a situation in which the user is writing a

short message by using the keypad 14 of the data processing functions

and connects a charging device (not shown) to the communication

device 1
.
This causes a normal interrupt IRQ. In the interrupt handling,

the thread of the first operating system OS_A, which on the display

device 10 of the mobile station functions forms an icon informing that

the charge is carried out, is set to wait for the run mode. Further, by

means of a delayed service routine DSR a corresponding icon is

formed on the display device 15 of the data processing functions.

Fig. 6g illustrates a situation in which, when a normal interrupt is com-
ing, the processor 2 is running the thread THAI under the first operat-

ing system OS_A (block 612). which is e.g. the connection-establishing

application in the mobile station functions of the communication device

1
.
The processor 2 is in the undefined mode UND. Thus, the mode

changes to the normal interrupt mode IRQ and the processor 2 moves
to run the begin of normal interrupt function (block 602) and thereafter

the service program of normal interrupt (block 603). The interrupt did

not cause any need for running the threads of the first operating system
OS_A, wherein after the interrupt, the scheduler SCH_A of the first

operating system is not called. After the interrupt has ended, the end of

normal interrupt function is called (block 604), where the infomiation of

the end of the interrupt is set. After the end of normal interrupt, the

mode of the processor 2 and status of the first operating system OS_A
are changed. The mode of the processor 2 is changed back to the

undefined mode UND and the running is continued from the interrupted

thread THAI (block 613). Although delayed service routines DSR of the

second operating system OS_B were formed in the interrupt, these
would not come to handling before all the running threads of the first

operating system OS_A are executed.

The user is e.g. dialling a telephone number, wherein key pressings

cause a normal interrupt IRQ. In the inten-upt handling, the pressing of

the key is read into the memory 17 and printed from the display device
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1 0 of the mobile station functions and return is made to wait for the next
key press.

Fig. 6h illustrates a situation in which, when a normal intermpt is com-
ing, the processor 2 is running a thread THAI under the first operating
system OS_A (block 612). which is e.g. a connection-establishing
application in the mobile station functions of the communication device.
The processor is in the undefined mode. Thus, the mode changes to
the normal interrupt mode IRQ and the processor 2 moves to run the
begin of normal interrupt function (block 602) and thereafter the service
program of normal interrupt (block 603). The interrupt caused a need
for mnning at least one thread of the first operating mode OS_A. After
the interrupt has ended, the end of normal interrupt function (block 604)
Is called, where the information of the end of the interrupt is set. After
the end of the sen/Ice program of normal interrupt, the mode of the
processor 2 and the status of the first operating system OS_A are
changed. The mode of the processor 2 is changed to the undefined
mode UND, whereafter the scheduler SCH_A of the first operating
system is requested, which sets new status for the threads, if needed
(block 608). Subsequently, the threads of the first operating system
OS_A that are waiting for execution (In READY mode) are run accord-
ing to the priority order. In this example the Interrupt caused the second
thread THA2 to move immediately to execution (block 614), wherein the
interrupted thread THAI comes to the running turn possibly later (block
613). Although delayed service routines DSR of the second operating
system OS_B were formed in the interrupt, these would not be run
before all the running threads of the first operating system OS_A were
executed.

The user has e.g. dialled a telephone number and pressed a handset-
up key (not shown) which causes a normal interrupt IRQ. After the
interrupt handling, the scheduler SCH_A of the first operating system
sets a connection-establishing thread to execution.

Fig. 6i further illustrates a situation in which a fast interrupt FIQ comes,
when the normal interrupt service routine is running (block 615). The
processor 2 is in the normal interrupt mode IRQ and moves to the fast
interrupt mode FIQ and runs the begin of fast interrupt function (block
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616) and thereafter the service program of fast interrupt FIQ (b!ocl<

617) . After the fast interrupt handling has ended, the end of fast inter-

rupt function (block 618) is called, where the information of the end of

fast interrupt FIQ is set. After the service program of the fast interrupt

5 has ended, the status of the first operating system OS_A and the mode
of the processor 2 is set back to the normal interrupt state IRQ,

whereafter the operation is continued from the interrupted location

(block 619).

10 To provide an example of this situation the processor 2 is running the

interrupt handling of the keypad 9, 14, when a timer (not shown)

arranged in the communication device 1 ,
e.g. in an application specific

integrated circuit 3, forms a fast interrupt FIQ. The processor 2 reads

the value of the timer and stores it into the memory 17. After this, the

1 5 processor 2 retums to the interrupt handling of the keypad 9, 1 4.

In connection with the above-described mode changes of the processor

2, the processor 2 advantageously starts using different registers,

wherein transfer of data into a temporary storage location is not always

20 necessary. However, in some interrupt situations, the data transfer can
be needed, wherein this retards the handling of the interrupt to some
extent. Also, some microprocessors used as processors 2 do not com-
prise all the above-described modes, wherein these different modes
can be indicated by means of mode variables or the like.

25

Sometimes it can be necessary to determine a response time also to

the second operating system OS_B. Thus, the scheduler SCH_A of the

first operating system can raise the priority of the idle thread THAJDLE
of the first operating system OS_A in a situation in which the execution

30 time remained for the second operating system OS_B would be less

than the response time would require. Thus, the idle thread THAJDLE
of the first operating system OS_A comes to the running turn before

other, non-critical threads, which causes the transfer to the running of

the second operating system OS_B. This raise of priority level can be
35 activated e.g. by a timer which is set to interrupt after a predetermined

time. In case the processor 2 has not reached the idle thread

THAJDLE of the first operating system OS_A when the timer Interrupt

comes, the scheduler SCH_A of the first operating system is called.
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which raises the priority of the idle thread THA_IDLE. In this context,

however, it is to be noted that it is advantageous to raise the priority of

the idle thread THA_IDLE only for a short period at the time, so that

also the non-critical tasks of the first operating system OS_A are regu-

5 lariy provided with execution time. The priority of the idle thread

THA_IDLE cannot be raised to a too high level, because the critical

threads of the first operating system OS_A have to be executed. This

kind of scheduling can also be called as interieaved scheduling.

10 The accompanying Figs. 9 and 10 illustrates an example of the above
mentioned interieaved scheduling option. In Fig. 9 there is described a
timing diagram of an example situation where the running threads

THAI, THA2, THA3 of the processes running in the first operating

system OS_A and the running threads THB1. THB2, THB3 of the

15 second operating system OS_B are to be executed. In Fig. 10 there is

described a process diagram of the first operating system OS_A to

further clarify the interieaved scheduling.

In this exemplifying diagram there are presented three threads THAI

,

20 THA2, THA3 of the processes running in the first operating system
OS_A and three threads THB1

,
THB2, THB3 of the processes running

in the second operating system OS_B, but it will be understood that

there can be more or less threads running in the operating systems
OS_A, OS_B.

25

The first thread THAI of the first operating system OS_A is for example
a phone application and it has quite a high priority. The third thread
THA3 of the first operating system OS_A is provided for example for

the user interface. The priority of the second thread THA2 is lower than
30 the priority of the first thread THAI , and the priority of the third thread

THA3 is lower than the priority of the second thread THA2 in the first

operating system OS_A.

The first thread THB1 of the second operating system OS_B is for

35 example a program for communication via the interface block 16. The
second THB2 and the third threads THB3 of the second operating

system OS_B are for example some PDA applications, for example a
notepad application and a calendar application. In this example it is
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assumed that the priority of the first thread THB1 of the second
operating system OS_B is higher than the priority of the second thread
THB2 of the second operating system OS_B and that the piority of the
third thread THB3 of the second operating system OS_B is lowest of

5 these three threads.

In Fig. 9 the execution of a thread is presented as a thicl^er line. For
example at time t1 the second thread THA2 of the first operating
system OS_A comes to the running turn. This is designated with the

10 reference 901. At a later time t2 the third thread THA3 of the first

operating system OS_A comes to the running turn 902. It is also
assumed that this is the last thread before the idle thread THA_IDLE of
the first operating system OS_A. Therefore after a while, the first thread
THB1 of the second operating system OS_B comes to the running tum

15 903 at time t3 to check if there is need to communicate via the interface
block 16. At a later time t4 the second thread THB2 of the second
operating system OS_B comes to the running tum 904. There is also
some execution time 905 left at time t5 for the third thread THB3 of the
second operating system OS_B. In this example the next thread to
come to running tum 906 is the first thread THB1 of the second
operating system OS_B at time t6.

The above situation is also illustrated in the Fig. 10, left from the time
t7. The threads THAI. THA2, THA3. scheduler SCH_A, interrupt
service routines ISR, interrupt vectors and other sen/ices of the first

operating system are presented as blocks in the figure 10. The priority
of the threads are arranged in the figure 10 so that the highest thread
has the highest priority. The idle thread THA.IDLE of the first operating
system OS_A has the lowest priority. At time t7 the scheduler SCH_A
of the first operating system OS_A changes the priority of the idle
thread THA.IDLE of the first operating system OS_A for a while. This
situation is illustrated right from the time 17 in Fig. 10. At time til the
scheduler SCH_A of the first operating system OS_A changes the
pnority of the idle thread THA.IDLE of the first operating system OS_A
back to the lowest priority. The change of priority of the idle thread
THA_IDLE of the first operating system OS_A can be arranged for
example by a timer, by some event, etc.
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The user for example presses some key of the second interface UI2.
Therefore the third thread THA3 of the first operating system OS_A
comes again to the running turn 907 at time t8. The scheduler SCH_A
has also rised the priority of the idle thread THA_IDLE of the first

operating system OS_A. The third thread THA3 of the first operating
system OS_A is running while there is need for transmission via the
interface block 16. This causes an interrupt and because the priority of
the idle thread THA_IDLE is at this time t9 higher than the priority of the
third thread THA3 of the first operating system OS_A, the execution of
the third thread THA3 of the first operating system OS_A is interrupted
and the first thread THB1 of the second operating system OS_B comes
to running turn 908. After execution of the the first thread THB1 of the
second operating system OS_B, the execution of the third thread THA3
of the first operating system OS^A continues 909 at time tlO.

The scheduler SCH_A drops the priority of the idle thread THA.IDLE of
the first operating system OS_A back to the lowest level at time til In
this example.

The execution of the third thread THA3 of the first operating system
OS_A is interrupted again at time t12 because there is higher priority
thread signalled for execution 910. This thread is for example the
second thread THA2 of the first operating system OS_A.

At time t13 the execution of the second thread THA2 of the first
operating system OS_A is interrupted because there is higher priority
thread: the first thread THAI of the first operating system OS_A
signalled for execution 91 1

.

The execution of the second thread THA2 of the first operating system
OS_A continues 912 after the first thread THAI of the first operating
system OS_A has been executed at time t14.

At time t15 the execution of the second thread THA2 of the first

operating system is finished. At the same time t15 also the first thread
THB1 of the second operating system becomes ready to run. However
the execution of the third thread THA3 of the first operating system
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OS_A continues 913 at time t15. This is opposite to the earlier
behaviour at time t9.

The execution of the third thread THA3 of the first operating system
5 OS_A continues 913 after the second thread THA2 of the first operating

system OS_A has been executed at time t15.

The first thread THB1 of the second operating system OS_B comes to
running turn 914 at time t16 to sen/ice transmission via interface blocic

10 16.

Table 1 further summarises the transfers form one mode to another in
connection with interrupts. The first vertical line illustrates the mode of
the processor 2 when the mode changed, and the first horizontal line
Illustrates the mode to which the processor 2 is transferred. Other
boxes of the table illustrate the situation which causes the change in
the respective modes. The abbreviations refer to the abbreviations
used of different modes and interrupts earlier in the specification

20

I USER UND SVC IRQ FIQ
USER OS_B thread

requests SWI

IRQ Interrupts

OS_B thread

FIQ Interrupts

OS B thread

UNO return from the

last OS^A

thread or DSR

DSR or idle

thread requests

SWI

IRQ Interrupts

OS. A thread.

DSR or idle

thread

FIQ interrupts

OS__A thread.

DSR or idle

SVC return from fast

SWI

during slow SWI IRQ interrupts

fast SWI

thread

FIQ interrupts

fast SWI
IRQ return from IRQ,

if no active

OS_.A threads

or DSR exist

return from IRQ,

if active OS_A-

threads or DSR

exist

FIQ interrupts

IRQ

FIQ return from FIQ

if no active

OS_A threads

or DSR

return from FIQ

if active OS_A

threads or DSR

return from FIQ

if IRQ

interrupted

TABLE 1
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The following example describes transmission of messages between
threads that are executed in different operating systems OS_A, OS_B.
Figs. 7a and 7b illustrate this message transmission mechanism as a
reduced diagram. A message driver MD is common for the operating
systems OS_A, OS_B, as well as message queues MQ1

, MQ2. The
running thread THB1 of the second operating system OS_B calls the
message driver MD and transmits as parameters an advantageously
transmitted message, e.g. a text message, and a symbol of the object
thread THAI (arrow 701. Fig. 7a). The message driver MD transfers
the message to the first message queue MQ1 (an-ow 702) and forms
advantageously a software interrupt (SWI), wherein this interrupt acti-

vates an Interrupt handling substantially in accordance with Fig. 6c
described earlier in this specification, except that the Interrupt was
caused by the software intermpt SWI instead of the normal interrupt
IRQ. Leaving the interrupt handler brings about the activation of the
scheduler SCH_A of the first operating system, wherein the object
thread is executed in the phase determined by the priority (arrow 703).
This object thread THAI reads the message in the first message queue
MQ1 (arrow 704) and runs e.g. the transmission of the message to a
radio path.

In the application program of the first operating system OS_A, a
delayed service routine DSR can be executed, by which It is e.g.
possible to transmit message to the threads of the second operating
system OS_B e.g. in the following manner (Fig. 7b). In the second
operating system OS_B. the running thread THB2 has formed a
message request and remained to wait for the message (arrow 705).
The message request has caused a software interrupt SWI, wherein
the Interrupt handler has checked the cause of the interrupt and
concluded that the thread THB2 of the second operating system OS_B
is waiting for a message from the thread THA2 of the first operating
system OS_A. After the interrupt handling, the scheduler SCH_A of the
first operating system (arrow 706) is called. After the wished thread
THA2 is in turn to be run, It forms a message and adds it to the second
message queue MQ2 (an-ow 707). Further, the thread THA2 forms a
delayed sen/ice routine DSR (arrow 708). Subsequent to running the
threads of the first operating system OS_A. this delayed service routine
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DSR Is handled, wherein the delayed sen/ice routine DSR added by the
thread THA2 changes the status of the thread of the second operating
system OS_B to wait for the execution (READY) (arrow 709). The
scheduler SCH_B of the second operating system OS_B controls the

5 threads to execution according its scheduling principles. As the thread
THB2 that has sent the transmission request is running (arrow 710), It

reads the message from the second message queue MQ2 through the
connecting Interface of the message driver MD (arrow 711).

10 In practical embodiments the message queues MQ1, MQ2 can prefer-
ably be arranged according to priorities. This means that a message
with a receiving thread of a high priority passes in queue messages
with a lower priority. Altematively. more message queues are used than
the first MQ1 and the second message queue MQ2 used in this exam-

15 pie.

As a summary it can be noted that the present invention enables the
operation of two or more operating systems OS_A, OS_B to be used
under one processor. An aim has been to minimize the common parts,

20 wherein prior art applications can be mn also In this communication
device 1. The common part of the operating systems OS_A, OS_B
consists mainly of the Interrupt handlers. In which the connections to
the operating systems OS_A. OS_B are fomied. Also the message
driver MD Is common in the above-described example

25

It Is possible in practical embedded systems 1 that for the different
operating systems OS_A. OS_B many common Interrupt handlers
(Interrupt service routines) are arranged. One of these Interrupt
handlers per one interrupt can be active at a time. I.e.. e.g. one for a

30 fast Interrupt FIQ, one for a normal Interrupt IRQ and one for a software
Interrupt SWI. It is thus possible to change one other interrupt handler
arranged for said interrupt to be the active Interrupt handler.

It should be mentioned that the operation of two operating systems
35 OS_A, OS_B In a system of one processor 2 can be Implemented also

e.g. In a manner that of the threads THB1, THB2, THB_IDLE of the
second operating system OS_B a thread of the first operating system
OS_A is formed, such as the idle thread THA_IDLE or the super
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thread, wherein all the running threads THB1
, THB2, THBJDLE relat-

ing to the second operating system OS_B are executed in this thread.
In a corresponding manner, it is possible to form of the threads THAI,
THA2, THA_IDLE of the first operating system OS_A one thread of the
second operating system OS_B, such as the idle thread THB_IDLE or
the super thread 511, wherein alt the running threads THAI, THA2,
THA_IDLE relating to the first operating system OS_A are executed in

this thread. Yet another alternative is that each thread THAI , THA2
,

THA_IDLE of the first operating system OS_A is formed as the super
thread 511 separate to the second operating system OS_B, wherein
the second operating system OS_B handles these as separate super
threads (not shown). As described earlier in this specification, the
response times of these super threads are typically considerably
smaller than those of the nomrial threads. The tasks having the most
critical response time requirements can still be run by forming an inter-
rupt handling for them e.g. In connection with the interrupt handler of
the timer, wherein scheduling functions are not necessarily used when
moving to perfonn these tasks.

In case each thread THAI. THA2, THA_IDLE of the first operating
system OS_A is implemented as a separate super thread 511 in the
second operating system OS_B, a signal transmission according to the
second operating system OS_B is required if it wished to transfer data
between the different threads THAI, THA2, THA_IDLE of the first

operating system OS_A. In contrast, when the threads THAI, THA2,
THAJDLE of the first operating system OS_A are implemented as one
super thread 511. data transmission can be Implemented in a more
simple manner by using the message transmission method of the first

operating system OS_A.

The invention is not restricted only to the embodiments presented
above, but it can be modified within the scope of the accompanying
claims.
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Claims :

1 An embedded system (1) comprising at least one processor (2) for

running an operating system (OS_A, OS_B), charact rized in that the
embedded system (1) further comprises:

means (17, 401. 412) for running at least two operating

systems (OS_A, OS_B) in said processor (2),

a first operating system (OS_A) comprising a first group of

threads (THAI
, THA2, THA_IDLE),

a second operating system (OS_B) comprising a second
group of threads (THB1 , THB2. THB„IDLE),

means (nFIQ, nIRQ, SWI) for generating an interrupt (FIQ,

IRQ, SWI) to said processor (2),

means for examining (401, 603, 617) to the execution of

which thread (THAI, THA2, THB1. THB2. THA.IDLE,
THB_IDLE) the interrupt (FIQ, IRQ. SWI) that has come to

the processor (2), affects, and

means (401, 412, 603, 609. 617) for transmitting interrupt

data to said operating system (OS_A, OS_B) which relates

to the thread (THAI, THA2. THB1, THB2, THAJDLE.
THB_IDLE) affecting the interrupt (FIQ, IRQ, SWI) received

by the processor (2).

2. An embedded system (1) according to claim 1, characterized in

that said means for examining (401 . 603, 617) comprise at least one, at
least partly common interrupt handler (603, 617) for said at least two
operating systems (OS_A, OS_B).

3. An embedded system (1) according to claim 1 or 2, characterized
in that it comprises mobile station functions and data processing func-
tions, and that of said at least two operating systems (OS_A. OS_B) the
first operating system (OS_A) relates to running of mobile station func-
tions, and the second operating system (OS_B) relates to running of
data processing functions.

4. An embedded system (1) according to claim 3, characterized in

that It comprises at least one user interface (UI1) which relates at least
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partly to mobile station functions, and at least one user Interface (IU2)
which relates at least partly to data processing functions.

5. An embedded system (1) according to claim 4, characterized In

that the user interface (UI1) related to the mobile station functions and
the user interface {UI2) related to the data processing functions com-
prise an at least partly common display device (10, 15).

6. An embedded system (1) according to claims 4 or 5, characterized
In that the user interface (UI1) related to the mobile station functions
and the user interface (UI2) related to the data processing functions
comprise at least partly common means (9, 14) for supplying data.

7. An embedded system (1) according to any of claims 1 to 6,
characterized in that it comprises means (2, THA_IDLE) for moving
from the execution of the first operating system (OS_A) to the execution
of the second operating system (OS_B), when no thread (THAI, THA2,
THAJDLE) of the first operating system (OS_A) is running.

8. An embedded system (1) according to any of claims 1 to 7,
characterized in that it comprises means (2, SCH_A) for moving from
the execution of the second operating system (OS_B) to run the first

operating system (OS_A) when an interrupt (FIQ, IRQ, SWI) to the
processor (2) affects the running of at least one thread (THAI

. THA2,
THA_IDLE) under the first operating system (OS_A).

9. An embedded system (1) according to any of the claims 1 to 8,
characterized in that at least the first operating system (OS_A) is a
real time operating system.

10. An embedded system (1) according to any of the claims 1 to 9,
characterized in that the processor (2) comprises at least the following
modes:

user mode (USER mode),

privileged mode (SVC mode),

undefined mode (UND mode), and
one or more interrupt modes (FIQ mode, IRQ mode. SWI
mode),
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and that the first operating system {OS_A) is arranged to operate at

least partly in the undefined mode (UND mode), the second operating

system (OS_B) Is arranged to operate at least partly in the user mode
(USER mode), and that the interrupt handler (603, 617) is arranged to

5 operate in some interrupt mode (FIQ mode, IRQ mode, SWI mode).

11. An embedded system (1) according to any of the claims 1 to 10,

characterized in that of the threads of said first group of threads one
thread (THAI, THA2. THA_IDLE) comprises said second operating

10 system (OS_B).

12. An embedded system (1) according to any of the claims 2 to 10,

characterized in that it comprises at least two interrupt service routines

for at least one interrupt (FIQ. IRQ, SWI), and means (2) for selecting

15 one from said at least two Interrupt service routines to be used In

connection with said interrupt (FIQ, IRQ, SWI).

13. A method for executing an operating system (OS_A, OS_B) In a
processor (2) of an embedded system (1), characterized in that in the

20 method:

at least two operating systems (OS_A, OS_B) are executed

In said processor (2),

related to the first operating system (OS_A), the first group

of threads (THAI, THA2, THA_IDLE) Is executed.

25 - related to the second operating system (OS_B), the second
group of threads (THB1 . THB2, THB_IDLE) is executed,

an Inten-upt (FIQ, IRQ, SWI) to said processor (2) Is brought

about.

It Is examined, to the execution of which thread (THAI,
30 THA2, THB1, THB2, THAJDLE, THB.IDLE) the interrupt

that has come to the processor (2) affects, and

information of an interrupt (FIQ, IRQ, SWI) received by the

processor (2) is transmitted to said operating system

(OS_A, OS_B) which relates to the thread (THAI
, THA2,

35 THB1
. THB2, THA_IDLE, THBJDLE) affecting the intermpt

(FIQ, IRQ, SWI) received by the processor (2).
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14. A method according to claim 13, charact riz d in that in examin-
ing the interrupt (FIQ. IRQ, SWI) received by the processor (2), at least
one interrupt handler at least partly common to said at least two operat-
ing systems (OS_A, OS_B) Is used.

15. A method according to claim 13, characterized in that in the
embedded system (1). mobile station functions and data processing
functions are executed, and that of said at least two operating systems
(OS_A, OS_B) the first operating system (OS_A) relates to executing of
the mobile station functions, and the second operating system (OS_B)
relates to executing of the data processing functions.

1 6. A method according to claim 1 5. characterized in that the mobile
station functions are used by the first user interface (UI1), the data
processing functions are used by the second user interface (UI2).

17. A method according to claim 16, characterized in that the
mobile station functions and the data processing functions are shown
on an at least partly common display device (10, 15).

18. A method according to claim 16 or 17, characterized in that for
using the mobile station functions and the data processing functions,
data is supplied by means of at least partly common means (9, 14).

19. A method according to any of claims 13 to 18. characterized in
that from the execution of the first operating system (OS_A) transfor-
mation is made to perform the second operating system (OS_B) in the
phase when no thread (THAI. THA2. THA.IDLE) of the first operating
system (OS_A) is in the run mode.

20. A method according to any of claims 13 to 19, characterized in
that from the execution of the second operating system (OS_B) trans-
formation is made to perform the first operating system (OS_A) in the
phase when the interrupt received by the processor (2) affects the exe-
cution of at least one thread (THAI, THA2, THA.IDLE) under the first
operating system (OS_A).
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21. A method according to any of claims 13 to 20, characterized in

that at least the first operating system (OS_A) is a real time operating
system.

22. A method according to any of claims 13 to 21, characterized in

that in one thread (THAI, THA2, THA.IDLE) of said first group of
threads said second operating system (OS_B) is executed.

23. A method according to claim 22, characterized in that there is

determined a priority for each thread (THAI, THA2, THA_IDLE) of said
first group of threads, that the priority of the thread in which said
second operating system (OS_B) is executed can be raised for

increasing the execution time of said second operating system (OS_B).

24. A communication device (1) comprising at least one processor (2)
for executing an operating system (OS_A. OS_B). characterized in

that the communication device (1) further comprises:

means (17, 401, 412) for running at least two operating
systems (OS_A, OS_B) In said processor (2),

a first operating system (OS_A) comprising a first group of
threads (THAI, THA2, THA_IDLE).

a second operating system (OS_B) comprising a second
group of threads (THB1, THB2. THBJDLE),
means (nFIQ, nIRQ, SWI) for generating an Interrupt (FIQ,

IRQ, SWI) to said processor (2)

,

means for examining (401, 603. 617) to the execution of

which thread (THAI, THA2, THB1, THB2, THAJDLE,
THB_IDLE) the interrupt (FIQ. IRQ, SWI) that has come to

the processor (2) affects, and

means (401, 412, 603. 609, 617) for transmitting Interrupt

data to said operating system (OS_A, OS_B) which relates

to the thread (THAI. THA2, THB1. THB2. THAJDLE,
THBJDLE) affecting the Interrupt (FIQ. IRQ, SWI) received
by the processor (2).

25. A communication device (1) according to claim 24, characteriz d
In that said means for examining (401 . 603, 61 7) comprise at least one.
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at least partly common Interrupt handler (603, 617) for said at least two
operating systems (OS_A, OS_B),

26. A communication device (1) according to claim 24 or 25,
characterized in that it comprises mobile station functions and data
processing functions, and that of said at least two operating systems
(OS_A, OS_B) the first operating system (OS_A) relates to running of
mobile station functions, and the second operating system (OS_B)
relates to running of data processing functions.

27. A communication device (1) according to claim 26, characterized
In that it comprises at least one user interface (UI1) which relates at
least partly to mobile station functions, and at least one user interface
(IU2) which relates at least partly to data processing functions.

28. A communication (1) according to claim 27, characterized in that
the user interface (UH) related to the mobile station functions and the
user interface (UI2) related to the data processing functions comprise
an at least partly common display device (10, 15).

29. A communication device (1) according to claims 27 or 28,
characterized in that the user Interface (UI1) related to the mobile
station functions and the user interface (UI2) related to the data
processing functions comprise at least partly common means (9, 14) for
supplying data.

30. A communication device (1) according to any of claims 24 to 29,
characterized in that it comprises means (2, THA_IDLE) for moving
from the execution of the first operating system (OS_A) to the execution
of the second operating system (OS_B), when no thread (THAI

, THA2,
THA_IDLE) of the first operating system (OS_A) is running.

31. A communication device (1) according to any of claims 24 to 30,
characterized in that it comprises means (2, THA_S,CH_A) for moving
from the execution of the second operating system (OS_B) to run the
first operating system (OS_A) when an interrupt (FIQ, IRQ, SWI) to the
processor (2) affects the running of at least one thread (THAI

, THA2,
THA_IDLE) under the first operating system (OS_A).
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32. A communication device (1) according to any of the claims 24 to

31
,
charact riz d in that at least the first operating system (OS_A) is

a real time operating system.

33. A communication device (1) according to any of the claims 24 to

32, characterized in that the processor (2) comprises at least the
following modes:

user mode (USER mode),

privileged mode (SVC mode),

undefined mode (UND mode), and
one or more interrupt modes (FIQ mode, IRQ mode, SWI
mode),

and that the first operating system (OS_A) is arranged to operate at
least partly in the undefined mode (UND mode), the second operating
system (OS_B) is arranged to operate at least partly in the user mode
(USER mode), and that the interrupt handler is arranged to operate in

some interrupt mode (FIQ mode, IRQ mode, SWI mode).

34. A communication device (1) according to any of the claims 24 to

33, characterized in that of the threads of said first group of threads
one thread (THAI, THA2, THA.IDLE) comprises said second operating
system (OS_B).
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